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In recent years, with the rapid growth of the Internet applications and services, phishing becomes one of the most severe
threats on the Internet. The advent of internationalized domain name (IDN) has introduced a new threat with the non-English
character sets allowing visual mimicry of common domain names.
The IDN homograph attack is a way that a malicious party may deceive computer users, especially, in the Chinese domain
name related to the Chinese-homograph, denoting a group of different Chinese characters within the similar shape but
different meanings, and the Chinese synonyms, denoting a group of the different words or phrases within the same meaning
as another. Both of them can easily cause user confusion, resulting in the possibility of the phishing, for example, “栓” v.s.
“拴”, “李” v.s. “季”, “未” v.s. “末”.
Our idea is to apply the collective intelligence approach to construct a Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym database
by Internet crowd collectively, so that the IDN phishing can be easily detected by consulting the database. A website is
created to collect the Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonyms that include abbreviations and reversed words. Besides, the
data validation has also been implemented by the crowdvoting method to increase the trustworthiness of our database.
By our approach, the detection of Chinese IDN phishing consists of three stages: suspect detection, website checking, and
confirmation of phishing website. In the experimental result, the database is efficiently and effectively constructed, where
881 items of the Chinese-homograph and 3552 items of the Chinese synonyms have been created. In the future, the database
will be used in the Internet browser or email client to achieve Chinese-homograph identification or blocking.
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Therefore, the IDN-enabled web application which may contain
Chinese words displayed in the browser can benefit Chinese
people to access the Internet.
Unfortunately, the IDN-based phishings are developed and
deployed to attack the websites involving IDNs. In October 2009,
Symantec [5] observed 10 phishing websites that contained IDNs.
Anyone of these phishing Web sites was leveraging international
characters resembling ASCII characters to spoof a western
brand’s domain name. Besides, the IDN homograph attack [6]
becomes a new way to deceive computer users. Especially, in the
Chinese domain name, the Chinese-homograph, that is a group of
different Chinese characters within the similar shape but different
meanings, and the Chinese synonyms, that is defined as a group
of the different word or phrase within the same meaning as
another, can easily cause user confusion, resulting in the increase
of the possibility of phishing; for example, the Chinese character
“栓” v.s. “拴”, “李” v.s. “季”, “未” v.s. “末”, etc. This kind of
potential threat is difficult to be resolved.
In this study, a Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym
database for IDN is proposed to cope with the above issue, so
that the threat of the homograph attack can be easily detected by
consulting the database. However, the construction and
maintenance of the database needs a lot of experts and users to
contribute their human expertise and user’s experience, where
the more people participate the more it can identify confusing
words. Hence, the idea of this paper is to use the collective
intelligence approach [6-7] to construct the Chinese-homograph
and Chinese synonym (including abbreviations and reversed

1. Introduction
1.1 Background and Motivation
Phishing refers to the attacker's use of deceptive e-mail and
web site for fraud. The victims often divulge their personal
information and financial data, including the technical data,
personal contact, e-mail, bank account number, password, etc.
The information is used for future target advertisements or theft
attacks (e.g., transfer money from victims' bank account) [1].
According to the report of Anti-phishing Working Group
(APWG) [2], most phishing occurs on hacked or compromised
web servers. In 2012, Anti-Phishing Alliance of China (APAC)
[3] handled 24,535 phishing websites, where the distribution of
phishing websites remains mainly in payment/transaction,
finance/securities and media/communication websites or pages.
The approval of the Internationalized Domain Name (IDN)
country code Top-Level Domain (ccTLD ) Fast Track Process[4]
by the ICANN Board in October 2009 enabled countries and
territories to submit requests to ICANN for IDN ccTLDs
representing their respective country or territory names in scripts,
such as Arabic, Chinese, Russian, etc., other than US-ASCII
characters. These are the domain names that contain one or more
characters that do not belong to a Latin-based western language.
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words) database, where the Internet crowd can collectively detect
and report the existence of IDN Phishing. Besides, the data
validation has also been implemented by the corwdvoting
method to increase the trustworthiness of our database.

same meaning. In this study, we are concerned with the problem
that is how to efficiently and effectively collect the Chinesehomograph and Chinese synonym for the prevention of the user
confusion in the Chinese domain name. Hence, the collective
intelligence approach is proposed and described in the following.

1.2 Related work

2.1 Collective intelligence approach for Chinesehomograph and Chinese synonym database

In multilingual computer systems, different logical characters
may have almost identical appearances. The problem arises from
the different treatment of the characters in the user's mind and the
computer's programming. Internationalized domain names
provide a backward-compatible way for domain names to use the
full Unicode character set which is already widely supported.
According to the US-CERT report of technical trends in
phishing attacks [8], International Domain Names in
Applications (IDNA) uses an encoding syntax called Punycode
[9] to represent Unicode characters in ASCII format. A web
browser that supports IDNA would interpret this syntax to
display the Unicode characters when appropriate. Users of web
browsers that support IDNA could be susceptible to phishing via
homograph attacks [10], where an attacker could register a
domain that contains a Unicode character that appears identical
to an ASCII character in a legitimate site. While a proof-ofconcept of this type of attack was made, there is no public report
of the IDNA abuse within a phishing scam.
The registration of homographic domain names is akin to
typosquatting. The major difference is that in typosquatting the
perpetrator relies on natural human typos, while in homograph
spoofing [11-12] the perpetrator intentionally deceives the web
surfer with visually similar names. An attacker could register a
domain name that looks just like that of a legitimate website, but
in which some of the letters have been replaced by homographs
in another alphabet. Some homographs in internationalized
domain names [13], such as Cyrillic, Greek, Armenian, and
Hebrew, have been collected. These are only the most obvious
and common. The possibilities are far more numerous than can
be listed there.
Those homographs are based on the alphabet system, so they
are substantially different from the language based on the symbol
system, like Chinese. In Chinese, different logical characters may
have identical or similar appearances. Currently, it still lacks a
rich database for the Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym
to deal with the phishing attack. Hence, the collection the
Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym for the prevention of
the phishing becomes an important issue.

According to Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams, the
collective intelligence is the mass collaboration [14]. In order for
this concept to happen, four principles need to exist; openness,
peering, sharing, and acting globally. The proposed structure of
the collective intelligence approach for the collection of the
Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym is composed of two
directions, such as competencies and mechanics, as shown in
Figure 1. The competencies are based on the organization’s
domain specific knowledge on the Chinese IDN. The mechanics
are based on the culture norms on the Chinese words.

Figure 1. The Structure of the Collective Intelligence
Approach
In this study, the collective intelligence is used as a group
intelligence that emerges from the collaboration of many
individuals. The collection of the Chinese-homograph and
Chinese synonym is inputted by experts or individuals. The
Chinese language experts provide the data of Chinese words,
including Chinese-homographs, similar words, and Chinese
synonyms. The general public could input the idiom related to
Chinese synonyms by the Chinese culture, habit, and norm.
Besides, the registrants of the Chinese IDN also could input the
Chinese synonym related to his IDN.
The schema of the database includes the following categories:
Chinese-homograph or Chinese synonym, serial numbers of
categories, the original word, the corresponding list of Chinesehomographs or Chinese synonyms, the time stamp of data input,
the score of the crowdvoting, and the status that appears in the
phishing website. For example, in the database, if the original
Chinese word is the “已”, the corresponding list of Chinesehomographs (similar words) are “己” and “巳”. These words will
be treated as the possible candidates that will be validated by the
crowdvoting method described in the following.

2. Collection of Chinese-Homograph and
Chinese Synonym by Collective Intelligence
Chinese words are based on the Chinese character that is
totally different from those in the English system based on the
composition of the alphabet. This characteristic causes the
existence of many Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym
from the visual characteristics of Chinese words. For example,
some different Chinese characters may have the same
pronunciation and the similar shapes; some different Chinese
characters may have similar pronunciation and similar shapes;
some different Chinese characters within similar shapes may
have different meanings; and some different words may have the

2.2 Consensus Building for the validation of the
Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym by
the Crowdvoting
In this study, the collective intelligence not only is used as the
collection of the Chinese words and phrases, but also appears in
the consensus decision making for the validation of the Chinesehomograph and Chinese synonym, as shown in Figure 2.
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The crowdvoting approach comes from the web-based
crowdsourcing efforts [15-16], where the crowdsourcing is an
online, distributed problem-solving and has some common
categories that can be used effectively in the commercial world.
Crowdvoting occurs when a website gathers a large group's
opinions and judgment on a certain topic. We use the
crowdvoting method to validate the Chinese-homographs and
Chinese synonyms. The score of the vote ranges from 1 to 5,
where number 1 and number 5 represent the full disagreement
and the full agreement, respectively. The more score presents the
more degree of the agreement, and vice versa.

Figure 2. The flow of the update of the Chinese-homograph
and Chinese synonym database
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3.2 Architecture of the detection of IDN Phishing

3. Architecture of Detection of IDN Phishing
based on Chinese-Homograph and Chinese
Synonym Database

In this study, the detection of phishing website related to the
Chinese IDN is divided into three stages, such as suspect
detection, website checking, and confirmation, as shown in
Figure 3.
The suspect detection stage is to find the possible suspect of
the phishing Chinese IDN based on the proposed database. The
stage for the website checking is to analyze the content or the
activity of the suspicious phishing website. The last stage is to
make the confirmation of the phishing website.

In this section, the architecture of the detection of IDN
phishing based on the Chinese-homograph and Chinese synonym
database is described. In Section 3.1, we introduce the
construction of the proposed Chinese-homograph and Chinese
synonym database. In Section 3.2, the architecture of the
detection of the IDN phishing is described.

3.1 The construction of the Chinese-homograph
and Chinese synonym database

Suspect Detection Stage：
Detection of the suspect of Chinese IDN of the
phishing based on the Chinese-homograph and
Chinese synonym database

The Chinese-homograph is a group of different Chinese
characters within the similar shape but different meanings. They
may have the same or different pronunciations. The synonym is
defined as a group of the different word, or phrase within the
same meaning as another, in some or all uses. In Chinese phrase,
the synonym sometimes appears in the abbreviation or that can
be written by the reverse. The abbreviation is a shorter way to
write a phrase. In Chinese, some phrases written by the reverse
words have the same meaning with the original one, especially it
often appears in the phrase within two Chinese words.
The website is created to collect the Chinese-homograph and
Chinese synonyms by the collective intelligence method,
described in Section 2.1. Besides, the data validation has also
been implemented by the crowdvoting method, described in
Section 2.2, to increase the trustworthiness of our database. The
detail attributes of the database within the categories, words, the
score of the crowdvoting, and the validation flag are shown in the
following.

Website Checking Stage：
Comparison of Websites between Suspicious
Phishing Chinese IDNs on the Chinese-Homograph
and Chinese Synonyms

Confirmation Stage：
Confirmation of Phishing Website
Figure 3. Architecture of IDN Phishing Detection based on
Chinese-Homograph and Chinese Synonym Database
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According to the constructed Chinese-homograph and Chinese
synonym database, the IDN phsihing from the homograph attack
can be easily detected. In Figure 8, the process of the detection of
the Phishing website related to the Chinese IDN within the
homograph and synonym has been illustrated. The desired
Chinese IDN will be compared with the existing Chinese IDN
based on the constructed Chinese-homograph and Chinese
synonym database. The suspicious phishing website will be
checked by the content or the activity of the website.

4. Experiment
The prototype of the Chinese-homograph and Chinese
synonym database has been constructed based on our approach.
There are 881 items of the Chinese-homograph within similar
Chinese words in the database, as shown in Figure 4. Besides,
3552 items of the Chinese synonyms are stored in the database,
as shown in Figure 5. The interface of the query of the Chinesehomograph is shown in Figure 6. The interface of the query of
the Chinese synonyms is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Query of the database on the Chinese synonym.

Figure 4. The statistics of the Chinese-homograph in the
database.

Figure 8. Flowchart of the detection of the Phishing Website
related to the Chinese IDN of the Chinese-homograph and
Chinese synonym.
Figure 5. The statistics of the Chinese Synonym in the
database.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we successfully proposed a collective
intelligence approach which aims to construct the Chinesehomograph and Chinese synonym database by Internet crowd
collectively. Besides, the data validation has also been
implemented by the crowdvoting method to increase the
trustworthiness of our database.
Accordingly, we developed the architecture of IDN phishing
detection based on the proposed database. Therefore, our
approach for the detection of Chinese IDN phishing consists of
three stages, such as finding the suspecious phishing IDN,
checking the suspecious phishing website, and the confirmation
of the phishing website.

Figure 6. Query of database on the Chinese-homograph.
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In the experiment, we successfully construct the Chinesehomograph and Chinese synonym database within 881 items of
the Chinese-homograph, and 3552 items of the Chinese
synonyms. Besides, the flowchart of the detection of the Phishing
website related to the Chinese IDN of the Chinese-homograph
and Chinese synonym is also proposed. The research result can
also be used in the Internet browser or email client to achieve
homograph identification or blocking in the future.
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